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TEST NAME

DESCRIPTION

CPT CODES

PATIENT
LIST PRICE

2019 Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19), NAAT
PDL performed/High Volume systems: Hologic Aptima/Hologic
Fusion/LumiraDx
2029 Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19), NAAT Saliva Collection
PDL Performed/High volume systems: Hologic Aptima
2019 Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19), NAAT*
PDL performed/Low volume systems/Point of Care: BD Max or
GenMark ePlex or Abbott ID Now or Roche Liat
2019 Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19), NAAT POOLED Protocol
PDL performed: Hologic Aptima (TMA)

The test is designed to detect the virus that causes COVID-19 in
respiratory specimens, for example nasal or oral swabs.

U0003 (if TAT met
additional U0005)

$139

The test is designed to detect the virus that causes COVID-19 in
saliva specimens.
The test is designed to detect the virus that causes COVID-19 in
respiratory specimens, for example nasal or oral swabs.

U0003 (if TAT met
additional U0005)
87635

$139
$70*

The test is designed to be used for pooled testing of surveillance
N/A
N/A
specimens for detection of the virus that causes COVID-19. Specimen
setup and client bill only.
Influenza A/B plus COVID PCR
This is a qualitative multi-target molecular diagnostics test that aids
87636
$587.64
PDL performed: Roche Liat
in simultaneous detection of COVID-19, influenza A and influenza B.
Respiratory Panel by PCR includes COVID-19
This test is designed to detect 22 different viruses and bacteria that
0202U
$1134.45
PDL performed: BioFire
can cause respiratory infections including the virus that causes
COVID-19.
SARS-CoV-2 Antigen
This test is designed to detect the virus that causes COVID-19 from
87426
$145.56
PDL performed: Lumira Antigen
nasal swabs.
SARS-CoV-2 Total Antibodies with confirmation, Post Infection
The test is designed to detect antibodies in a blood sample that
86769
$99
PDL performed: Roche/Siemens
would indicate that a patient may have current or prior COVID-19
infection. Positive results are confirmed by a second method.
SARS-CoV-2 Total Antibodies, Spike, Post Vaccination
The test is designed to detect antibodies in a blood sample that
86769
$99
PDL performed: Siemens
would indicate that a patient may have an immune response to
COVID-19 vaccination and/or current or prior COVID-19 infection.
Referral Labs: PDL will utilize our partner referral labs if demand exceeds in-house capabilities or if the COVID-19 test is on a source PDL does not have validated. Pricing
information is available for our referral labs on the following websites.
LabCorp: Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) Billing & Processing | LabCorp
Sonic Healthcare USA: https://www.sonichealthcareusa.com/covid-19/health-plan-updates/
*Cottage Inpatient or Cottage Surveillance/EHS or PDL use only (not available to be ordered for outreach).
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) CARES Act website:
https://www.cms.gov/About-CMS/Agency-Information/Emergency/EPRO/Current-Emergencies/Current-Emergencies-page
CMS FAQ: https://www.cms.gov/files/document/covid-ffs-price-transparency-faqs.pdf

FOR ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS PLEASE CONTACT PDL CLIENT SERVICES AT (805) 879-8100
Monica R. Phillips, MD

Medical Director, Pacific Diagnostic Laboratories

